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Present Progressive   

To be used when an action is happening in the present moment. 

Pronoun + to be + verb-ing  

Examples  
I am not going to school. Ntsu henda likoli.  
You are learning English. Ngosomo Shingereza. 
He is not going to the mosque. Katsu henda ho msirini. 
She is traveling to America. Nguendo Marekani. 
We are eating rice. Ngarilawo mayele. 
You all are cooking chicken. Ngampihawo nkuhu. 
They are dancing at the wedding. Ngwazinawo ho mashuhulini. 

Exercise  
Write 5 sentences in the Present Progressive tense using the following verbs: to swim, to dance, 
to eat, to talk, to cook. 

1.  
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  

Pronoun To Be (+) To Be (-) Verb + ing: to go

I (Ngam) Am Am not (Ntsu) Going (Endo)

You (Ngo) Are Are not (Kutsu) Going (Endo)

He (Ngu mdrumme) 
She (Ngu 

mdrummshe) 
It (Nge)

Is  Is not (Katsu) Going (Endo)

We (Ngari) Are Are not (Karitsu) Going (Endaou)

You all (Ngam) Are Are not (Kamtsu) Going (Endaou)

They (Ngwa) Are Are not (Kwatsu) Going (Endaou)



Past Progressive 

To be used when an action was in action in the past.  

Pronoun + to be simple past + verb-ing 

Examples 
I was not going to school. Ndjaka na henda likoli. 
You were learning English. Hu ka hu somo Shingereza.  
He was not going to the mosque. Kadjaka ya henda msirini.  
She was traveling to America. Ha ka hende Marekani.  
We were eating rice. Ri ka ri li mayele.  
You all were cooking chicken. M ka mpiha nkuhu. 
They were dancing at the wedding. Wa ko zina ho mashuhulini.  

Exercise 
Write 5 sentences in the Past Progressive using the following verbs: to watch, to repair, to help, 
to find, to lose.  

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Pronoun To Be Simple Past 
(+)

To Be Simple Past  
(-)

Verb + ing: to go

I Was (Tsi ka) Was not (Ndjaka) Going (Hu enda)

You Were (Hu ka) Were not (Kudjaka) Going (Hu enda)

He 
She 
It

Was (Ha ka) Was not (Kadjaka) Going (Hu enda)

We Were (Ri ka) Were not (Karidjaka) Going (Hu enda)

You all Were (M ka) Were not (Kamdjaka) Going (Hu enda)

They Were (Wa ka) Were not (Kwadjaka) Going (Hu enda)



Future  

To be used when discussing future actions.  

Pronoun + will + verb 

Examples 
I will go to school tomorrow. Ngamdjo henda likoli mawudu. 
You will learn English tomorrow. Ngodjo soma Shingereza mawudu. 
He will go to the mosque later. Ngudjo henda ho msirini halafu. 
She will not travel to America next year. Kuna henda Marekani mwahani. 
We will eat rice tonight. Ngaridjo hula mayele pvo masihu. 
You all will not cook chicken on Friday. Kamna wupiha nkuhu ye Djumwa.  
They will dance at the wedding next week. Ngwadjo uzina ho mashuhulini wo mfumo udjawu.  

Exercise  
Write 5 sentences in the Future tense using the following verbs: to learn, to read, to bring, to 
sleep, to travel.  

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Pronoun Will (+) Will (-) Verb: to go

I (Ngam) Will (Djo) Will not (Ntsina) Go (Henda)

You (Ngo) Will (Djo) Will not (Kuna) Go (Henda)

He (Ngu mdrumme) 
She (Ngu 

mdrummshe) 
It (Nge)

Will (Djo) Will not (Kana) Go (Henda) 

We (Ngari) Will (Djo) Will not (Karina) Go (Henda)

You all (Ngam) Will (Djo) Will not (Kamna) Go (Henda)

They (Ngwa) Will (Djo) Will no (Kwana) Go (Henda)



Simple Past 

To be used when discussing past actions.  

Pronoun + preterit  

Examples 
I went to school yesterday. Tsende likoli djana.  
You did not learn English last week. Kudja soma Shingereza wo mfumo raka nuwo. 
He went to the mosque earlier. Hende ho msirini kabula. 
She traveled to America last year. Hende Marekani mwaha djana.  
We did not eat rice last night. Karidja la mayele djana pvo masihu. 
You all cooked chicken for lunch. Mpiha nkuhu ye shahula sha mtsana.  
They danced at the wedding last month. Wa zini ho mashuhulini wo mwezi raka nuwo.  

Exercise  
Write 5 sentences in the Simple Past tense using the following verbs: to write, to come, to buy, to 
plan, to pray. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Pronoun Verb (preterit): to go 
irregular (+)

Verb (preterit): to go (-)

I (Tsi) Went (Ende) Did not go (Ndjenda)

You (Hu) Went (Ende) Did not go (Kudjenda)

He (Ha mdrumme) 
She (Ha mdrummshe) 

It (Ha)

Went (Ende) 
Went (Ende) 
Went (Ende)

Did not go (Kadjenda)

We (Ri) Went (Ende) Did not go (Karidjenda)

You all (M) Went (Wende) Did not go (Kamdjenda)

They (Wa) Went (Ende) Did not go (Kwawadjenda)



Present Perfect 

To be used when an action began in the past and continues into the present.  
Rumiya yeka she itredwa shandisa shipviri raha kashidjahisa. 

Pronoun + have + past participle  

Examples  
I have gone to school for ten years. Ngasina maha kume, rangu na andisa hwenda likoli.  
You have learned English since 6eme. Hwandisa usoma Shingereza rangu 6eme. 
He has not gone to the mosque yet. Raha kadjenda ho msrini.  
She has recently traveled to America. Hapashiya hende Marekani nyumeni. 
We have already eaten rice. Risa ri li mayele.  
You all have just cooked chicken. Msa mpiha nkuhu. 
They have danced at the wedding since noon. Rangu pvo mtsana, ngwazinawo ho mashuhulini.  

Exercise  
Write 5 sentences in the Present Perfect tense using the following verbs: to pay, to show, to 
return, to know, to see.  

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  

Pronoun Have (+) Have (-) Verb (past 
participle): to go 

I Have Have not Gone

You Have Have not Gone

He  
She  
It

Has Have not Gone 

We Have Have not Gone

You all Have Have not Gone

They Have Have not Gone 



Past Perfect  

To be used when one action happened in the past before a second action happened in the past.  
Rumiya yeka ngapvo zitrendwa zili ya pvira, ndzima itrende kabla shasaya.  

Pronoun + had + past participle 

Examples  
I had gone to school before I ate dinner. Tsende likoli raha nedja la ye shahula sha masihu.  
You had learned English before you went to America. Hu somo Shingereza raha wedjende 
Marekani.  
His feet were clean because he had gone to the mosque. Ye mindu yahahe ngiyo mrahafu yemana 
haka hende ho msirini.  
She had traveled to America before she traveled to Ethiopia. Ha pashiya hende Marekani kabla 
ya hwenda Ethiophie.  
We were full because we had eaten rice. Rikura yemana ri li mayeli.  
You all had cooked chicken before you all cooked taro. Mpiha nkuhu nge mkopiha madjimbi. 
They had danced at the wedding before I arrived. Wazini ho mashuhulini raha nedja waswilli.  

Exercise  
Write 5 sentences in the Past Perfect tense using the following verbs: to build, to watch, to forget, 
to drive, to hear.  

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  

Pronoun Had (+) Had (-) Verb (past 
participle): to go 

I Had Had not Gone

You Had Had not Gone

He  
She  
It

Had Had not Gone 

We Had Had not Gone

You all Had Had not Gone

They Had Had not Gone 



Glossary Irregular Verbs 

Verb Preterit Past Participle 

To be was Been

To become Became Become

To begin began Begun 

To blow Blew Blown

To break Broke Broken

To bring Brought Brought 

To build Built Built

To buy Bought Bought 

To catch Caught Caught 

To choose Chose Chosen 

To come Came Come 

To do Did Done 

To drink Drank Drunk 

To drive Drove Driven 

To eat Ate Eaten 

To feel Felt Felt 

To find Found Found 

To forget Forgot Forgotten 

To give Gave Given 

To go Went Gone 

To grow Grew Grown 

To have Had Had 

To hear Heard Heard 

To hold Held Held 

To keep Kept Kept 

To know Knew Known

To leave Left Left 



Verb Preterit Past Participle 

To make Made Made 

To mean Meant Meant 

To pay Paid Paid 

To read Read Read 

To rise Rose Risen 

To say Said Said 

To see Saw Seen 

To show Showed Shown 

To sit Sat Sat 

To speak Spoke Spoken 

To stand Stood Stood 

To steal Stole Stolen 

To swim Swam Swam 

To take Took Taken 

To teach Taught Taught 

To tell  Told Told 

To think Thought Thought 

To throw Threw Thrown 

To understand Understood Understood 

To wake  Woke Waken 

To wear Wore Worn 

To win Won Won 

To write Wrote Written 



Glossary Shingazidja - English  

A 
Hu ambiya - to tell 
Hu amini - to believe  
Hu andisa - to start  
Hu andziha - to write 
Hu angaliya - to watch  
Hu anguha - to grow 

B 
Hu badili - to change 
Hu balia - to bring/to carry 
Hu baya - to close  
Hu biha - to beat  
Hu buwa - to open  
Hu wana - to fight  

C 
Hu chaguwa - to vote 

D 
Hu danganya - to confuse 
Hu danguha - to fall 
Hu diwaza - to forget  
Hu dja - to come  
Hu djipviwa - to be happy 
Hu djiri - to happen 
Hu djuwa - to know  
Hu djusa - to lift 
Hu dunga - to follow  

E 
Hu eleza - to explain  
Hu enda - to go 
Hu endjeza - to add 
Hu esheleya - to remember  

F 
Hu fanihana - to look like  
Hu fanya - to do 
Hu fikiri - to think 



Hu finiha - to cover  
Hu fuwa - to wash clothes  
Hu fuduwa - to pound  
Hu fundisa - to teach  
Hu funga - to fast  

G 
Hu garuwa - to scratch 

H 
Hu hadaya - to deceive  
Hu hadisi - to converse  
Hu hama - to move houses  
Hu hamba - to say 
Hu hammwa - to squeeze  
Hu hana - to deny 
Hu handza - to like  
Hu hantsi - to set  
Hu haraya - to refuse  
Hu haulia - to feed animals 
Hu heya - to climb/to go up 
Hu heza - to sing 
Hu hiba - to steal 
Hu hima - to stand/to stop  
Hu hisi - to feel  
Hu hoha - to grill 
Hu hosa - to wash  
Hu howa - to cough 
Hu hudumu - to prepare  
Hu hula - to buy  
Hu hundra - to win/to attain   
Hu huwa - to peel  
Hu huza - to sell  

I 
Hu ishia - to listen 

J 

K 
Hu kaka - to poop 
Hu kaliya - to gossip 
Hu kana - to have 



Hu kantsi - to sit  
Hu kaya - to be  
Hu koza - to hurt/to injure 
Hu kura - to be full 

L 
Hu la - to eat  
Hu laha - to inform 
Hu lala - to sleep 
Hu lalika - to invite 
Hu lamha - to wake up  
Hu latsa - to lose  
Hu laulia - to visit/to greet 
Hu lawuza - to try 
Hu lekeza - to repair  
Hu lemewa - to be tired 
Hu lila - to cry  
Hu linda - to wait  
Hu lipva - to pay 
Hu lola - to marry  
Hu lowa - to get wet  
Hu luha - to decide  

M 
Hu mana - to argue 
Hu menya - to ruin/to destroy 

N 
Hu nambuwa - to rip/to tear  
Hu ndjiya - to enter 
Hu nika - to give  
Hu nongona - to whisper 
Hu nuka - to smell 
Hu nwa - to drink 
Hu nyawa - to pee 

O 

P 
Hu pangisha - to plan 
Hu para - to call 
Hu parisa - to find  
Hu pashiya - to travel 



Hu pasuwa - to break 
Hu patsa - to light  
Hu penya - to brush  
Hu piha - to cook 
Hu puwa - to pick fruit 
Hu puma beyi - to reduce the price  
Hu puha - to come from 
Hu pulilia - to reduce the price 
Hu puza madji - to be dehydrated 
Hu pvalaza - to tease/to criticize 
Hu pvanguwa - to wipe  
Hu pveha - to send/to throw 
Hu pvendza - to do something on purpose 
Hu pvera - to fold 
Hu pveshea - to send/to accept 
Hu pveya - to sweep 
Hu pvinduwa - to stir 
Hu pvira - to pass 
Hu pvisa - to fry  
Hu pvona - to heal 
Hu pvonda - to grind 

Q 

R 
Hu ra - to play/to be afraid  
Hu rambio - to run  
Hu ranfia - to breathe 
Hu rambuwa - to recognize 
Hu rantsi - to stop/to leave alone  
Hu rapviha - to vomit 
Hu rawa - to carry  
Hu redjeyi - to return  
Hu reha - to lift up/to draw water 
Hu redjeza - to return/to repeat  
Hu rema - to hit  
Hu renda - to do/to cause  
Hu rendeha - to become  
Hu renga - to take  
Hu rengeza - to repair  
Hu roha - to leave  
Hu rohadamu - to bleed 
Hu rohora - to drag/to boil 



Hu rongowa - to talk 
Hu ruhusu - to allow 

S 
Hu sayidiya - to help 
Hu sammwa - to sneeze 
Hu saruha - to hurry  
Hu shangaya - to be surprised 
Hu shangaza - to surprise 
Hu sherehi - to celebrate  
Hu shime - to encourage 
Hu shinda - to win 
Hu shitaki - to report 
Hu siha - to go down 
Hu singa - to scrub  
Hu siuha - to sleep 
Hu siwaki - to brush teeth 
Hu soma - to learn/to read 
Hu sonya - to sew 
Hu stehi - to respect 
Hu suali - to ask  
Hu suka - to braid 
Hu swali - to pray  

T 
Hu tafsiri - to translate 
Hu tambiha - to be troubled 
Hu tekeleza - to demonstrate/to present 
Hu tembeya - to walk 
Hu timizi - to finish 
Hu toa - to take out/to remove 
Hu tondowa - to cut into pieces 
Hu tratranyiha - to be confused 
Hu trawa - to avoid/ to get out of the way 
Hu triha - to pour 
Hu triya - to put/to place 
Hu tsaha - to look for  
Hu tsapvuha - to play  
Hu tseha - to laugh  
Hu tsunga - to swim 
Hu tsunguwa - to choose  
Hu trunga - to create 
Hu twalia - to study  



U 
Hu unda - to build (with concrete) 
Hu uzisa - to ask  

V 
Hu vaya - to wear 
Hu vima - to weigh 
Hu vumwa - to rest  
Hu vurana - to disagree 
Hu vuwa - to burn/to be on fire  
Hu vuza - to make a fire by blowing  
Hu vuziya - to blow 

W 
Hu wadja - to peel  
Hu wadjiri - to rent 
Hu waha - to build  
Hu wala - to plant 
Hu wana - to fight 
Hu wangana - to argue  
Hu waswili - to arrive 
Hu waza - to count 
Hu wonesa - to show 
Hu wona - to see 

X 

Y 
Hu yekeza - to explain (the way) 
Hu yela - to shower 
Hu yenga - to hate  
Hu yenshi - to live 

Z 
Hu zalwa - to be born 
Hu zaya - to give birth 
Hu zima - to stop 
Hu zina - to dance 
Hu zingara - to grab/to hold 
Hu zia - to stop 
Hu zwea - to be used for something 



Glossary English-Shingazidja  

A 
To add - hu endjeza 
To argue - hu mana/hu wangana  
To arrive - hu waswili 
To ask - hu suala/hu uzisa  
To attain - hu hundra  
To avoid - hu trawa 

B 
To be afraid - hu ra 
To be born - hu zalwa 
To be dehydrated - hu puza madji  
To be happy - hu djipviwa 
To be full - hu kura 
To be surprised - hu shangaya  
To be tired - hu lemewa 
To be troubled - hu tambiha  
To be used to something - hu zwea  
To beat - hu biha  
To become - hu rendeha 
To believe - hu amini  
To blow - hu vuziya  
To bleed - hu rohadamu 
To boil - hu rohora 
To braid - hu suka  
To breathe - hu ranfia 
To break - hu pasuwa 
To bring - hu balia 
To brush - hu penya 
To brush teeth - hu swami 
To build (with concrete) - hu unda 
To burn - hu vuwa  

C 
To carry - hu rawa/hu balia 
To cause - hu renda  
To celebrate - hu sherehi 
To change - hu badili 
To choose - hu tsunguwa 



To climb - hu heya 
To close - hu baya 
To come - hu dja 
To come from - hu puha  
To confuse - hu danganya 
To converse - hu hadisi  
To cook - hu piha 
To cough - hu howa  
To count - hu waza 
To cover - hu finiha 
To create - hu trunga 
To cry - hu leela 
To cut into pieces - hu tondowa 

D 
To dance - hu zina  
To deceive - hu hadaya 
To decide - hu luha 
To deny - hu hana  
To demonstrate - hu tekeleza 
To disagree - hu vurana 
To drag - hu rohora 
To draw water - hu reha  
To drink - hu nwa 
To do - hu fanya 

E 
To eat - hu la 
To enter - hu ndjiya 
To explain - hu eleza 
To explain (the way) - hu yekeza   

F 
To fall - hu danguha 
To fast - hu funga  
To feed animals - hu haulia 
To feel - hu hisi 
To fold - hu pvera  
To forget - hu diwaza 
To fry - hu pvisa  

G 
To get wet - hu lozwa 



To give - hu nika 
To give birth - hu zaya 
To go - hu enda 
To gossip - hu kaliya 
To grab/to hold - hu zingara 
To grill - hu hoha 
To grind - hu pvonda 
To grow - hu anguha 

H 
To happen - hu djiri 
To hate - hu yenga 
To have - hu kana  
To heal - hu pvona  
To hit - hu rema  
To hurt/to injure - hu koza  

I 
To inform - hu laha  

J 

K 

L 
To laugh - hu tseha  
To learn - hu soma  
To leave - hu roha  
To lift - hu djusa 
To lift up - hu reha 
To light - hu patsa 
To like - hu handza 
To listen - hu ishia 
To live - hu yenshi 

M 
To make a fire by blowing - hu vuza 
To marry - hu lola 
To move houses - hu hama  

N 
To need - hu handza  



O 
To open - hu buwa  

P 
To pass - hu pvira 
To pay - hu lipva  
To pee - hu nyawa  
To peel - hu wadja 
To place - hu tia 
To plan - hu pangisha 
To plant - hu wala  
To play - hu ra/hu tsapvuha 
To poop - hu kaka 
To pound - hu fuduwa 
To pour - hu triha 
To prepare - hu hudumu  
To put - hu tia 

Q 

R 
To recognize - hu rambuwa  
To reduce the price - hu pulilia 
To refuse - hu haraya 
To remember - hu esheleya 
To rent - hu wadjiri 
To repair - hu lekeza/hu rengeza 
To respect - hu stehi 
To rest - hu vumwa  
To repeat - hu rejeza  
To return -  hu redjeyi  
To rip - hu nambuha 
To run - hu rambio 
To menya - to ruin  

S 
To say - hu hamba 
To scratch - hu garuwa  
To scrub - hu singa 
To see - hu wona  
To sell - hu huza 
To send - hu pveha/hu pveshea 
To set - hu hantsi  



To sew - hu sonya  
To show - hu wonesa 
To shower - hu yela  
To sing - hu heza 
To sit - hu kantsi  
To sleep - hu lala/hu siuha 
To smell - hu nuka 
To sneeze - hu sammwa 
To squeeze - hu hammwa 
To stand - hu hima  
To start - hu andisa 
To steal - hu hiba 
To stir - hu pvinduwa 
To stop - hu rantsi/hu zima/hu ziya 
To study - hu twalia 
To surprise - hu shangaza 
To sweep - hu pveya 
To swim - hu tsunga  

T 
To talk - hu rongowa 
To take - hu renga 
To teach - hu fundisa/hu somesa 
To tease - hu pvalaza 
To tell - hu ambiya 
To think - hu fikiri 
To translate - hu tafsiri 
To travel - hu pashiya 
To try - hu lawuza 

U 

V 
To visit - hu laulia 
To vomit - hu rapviha 
To vote - hu chaguwa 

W 
To walk - hu tembeya 
To wash - hu hosa 
To wash clothes - hu fuwa 
To watch - hu angaliya 
To wear - hu vaya 



To weigh - hu vima 
To win - hu hundra/hu shinda 
To wipe - hu pvangua 
To wish - hu pvendza 
To write - hu andziha  

X 

Y 

Z 


